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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A review of the retail planning needs for the Wungong Urban Water Master Plan (WUWMP) was
completed by Taktics4 for the primary purpose of assessing the specific retail needs within Cell
D for the purposes of guiding an amendment to the Cell D Local Structure Plan.
During this Retail Needs Assessment (RNA) it was necessary to assess the overall retail planning
within the WUWMP to understand how the future demand for an activity node in Cell D may
impact or be impacted by the provision and performance of other existing and planned
activity centres in the WUWMP.
Subsequent analysis of the retail needs for the WUWMP reveals that there is no longer a
specific demand for retail activity as previously allocated within Cell D.
The residential community planned for Cell D will adequately have their retail needs met by
retailers in existing and planned centres in adjacent cells/precincts.
The removal of retail activity previously planned for Cell D will not create an undue burden or
unduly affect the planning and development of surrounding centres in the network.
The overall employment generation benchmarks for the WUWMP will not be unduly reduced
by the removal of the retail activity node in Cell D.
The removal of the retail activity node in Cell D may result in a need to change planned
residential densities currently based around the provision of that activity node.
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INTRODUCTION

The Wungong Urban Water Master Plan (WUWMP) comprises a series of planning precincts or
cells. One of those Cells (D) has previously been planned to include a retail-based activity
centre on the corner of Wollaston Road and Eleventh Road. This Retail Needs Assessment
(RNA) reviews the validity, relevance and viability of previously planned retail activity within
Cell D and makes recommendations on the future needs and planning for retail activity in Cell
D. In doing so it considers all relevant:
•
•

Policy and Strategy influences,
Market and Commercial influences

The RNA by necessity considers the implications of retail activity in Cell D across the overall
WUWMP. The WUWMP is located south of Armadale Road, Armadale, approximately 3 km
west of the Armadale City Centre as delineated in Figure1.
FIGURE 1 - WUWMP MAP
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POLICY INFLUENCES

Planning of retail activity centres for the WUWMP have been formulated and considered in the
context of the following policy and strategy initiatives. The application and interpretation of
the objectives and principles of these respective policies has resulted in the allocation and
reallocation of several retail-based activity centres in the WUWMP over time.
3.1

State Planning Policy 4.2 – Activity Centres

The State Planning Policy 4.2 – Activity Centres Perth and Peel was adopted by the WAPC in
2010. The main purpose of this policy is to specify broad planning requirements for the planning
and development of new activity centres and the redevelopment and renewal of existing
centres in Perth and Peel. It is mainly concerned with the distribution, function, broad land use
and urban design criteria of activity centres, and with coordinating their land use and
infrastructure planning. This policy also guides the preparation and review of local planning
strategies, schemes and structure plans; and development control. SPP4.2 defines and
delineates the following relevant centres in relation to the City of Armadale and the WUWMP:
FIGURE 2 – SPP4.2 – RELEVANT ACTIVITY CENTRES
Delineated
Centre
Armadale
Strategic
Metropolitan
Centre

Description of Role

Retail Tenant Type

Strategic metropolitan centres are
the main regional activity centres.
They are multipurpose centres that
provide a diversity of uses. These
centres provide the full range of
economic and community services
necessary for the communities in
their catchments.

•
•

Wungong
District Centre

District centres have a greater
focus on servicing the daily and
weekly needs of residents. Their
relatively smaller scale catchment
enables them to have a greater
local community focus and
provide services, facilities and job
opportunities that reflect the
particular needs of their
catchments.

•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Department store/s
Discount
department stores
Supermarkets
Full range of
specialty shops

Discount
Department Stores
Supermarkets
Convenience
goods
Small scale
comparison
shopping
Personal services
Specialty shops

Indicative
Catchment
150,000 – 300,000
persons

20,000 – 50,000
persons

Source SPP4.2 (Page 12)

The Policy further states in relation to Neighbourhood and Local centres.
“Neighbourhood centres are important local community focal points that help to provide for
the main daily to weekly household shopping and community needs. They are also a focus for
medium- density housing. There are also many smaller local centres such as delicatessens and
convenience stores that provide for the day-to-day needs of local communities.
Neighbourhood and Local Centres play an important role in providing walkable access to
services and facilities for communities. These centres should be recognised in local planning
strategies, and in structure plans for new urban areas.”
However, Neighbourhood and Local Centres are not specifically spatially allocated within
SPP4.2. The facilitation of these centre types is typically allocated during the preparation of
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Local Commercial Strategies and detailed further during the formulation of District and Local
Structure Plans.
Other plans and strategies have also contributed to the more detailed distribution and
allocation of retail activity centres throughout the City of Armadale including the WUWMP.
3.2

Brookdale Masterplan – Retail Potential Assessment

Retail planning for the WUWMP was originally formulated from the findings in the Brookdale
Masterplan – Retail Potential Assessment (Shrapnel 2006). Key findings from this assessment
included (Figure 3):
•
•

•
•
3.3

No allocation of a District Centre
Allocation of three Neighbourhood Centres (NC) including;
o Two NC of between 1,500sqm and 3,500sqm to the south of the WUWMP area
o One NC of between 4,500sqm and 6,500sqm to the north of the WUWMP area in
the south west corner of Cell D
Eleven Local Centres (LC) of between 100sqm and 250sqm including 2x Local Centres
along the northern boundary of Cell D
Three Local Centres of between 250sqm and 600sqm on the perimeter of the WUWMP.
Wungong Urban Water Masterplan

The WUWMP incorporated significant change to the retail network in previous planning
initiatives when it was gazetted in 2009. It introduced (Figure 4):
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
3.4

1 x District Centre in the middle of the WUWMP (Cell F) – 17,000sqm
1 x Large NC 5,900sqm
1 x Small NC 2,500sqm
8 x Local centres ranging from 400sqm to 1,500sqm including,
Site 5 (the subject of this RNA) which has a designated floor space of 700sqm
City of Armadale - Local Planning Strategy

The City of Armadale Local Planning Strategy was endorsed by the WAPC in December 2016.
It contains a section dedicated to the planning and distribution of commercial activity
throughout the City of Armadale including the WUWMP. The Local Planning Strategy confirms
the allocation of (Figure 5):
•
•
•

A District Centre (Centre 4) in much the same location as shown in the WUWMP.
A range of Local Centres which are broadly consistent with the locations of the
Neighbourhood centre nodes proposed in the WUWMP.
Each of these centres has been allocated a generic maximum size of 1,500sqm.

The centres most relevant to this assessment include:
•
•
•

Local Centre 35 – Wungong 7 – the primary subject site of this RNA
Local Centre 32 – Wungong 4 – to the north of Cell D
Local Centre 34 – Wungong 6 – to the south of Cell D
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The Local Planning Strategy recognises and validates the existence of the Haynes NC (Centre
6). This is the most influential existing centre in relation to the planning and development of
activity centres in Cell D.
FIGURE 3 – BROOKDALE MASTERPLAN – RETAIL POTENTIAL ASSESSMENT MAP

Source: Brookdale Masterplan – Retail Potential Assessment
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FIGURE 4 – WUWMP MAP

Source: MRA
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FIGURE 5 – CITY OF ARMADALE LOCAL PLANNING STRATEGY - ACTIVITY CENTRES MAP

Source: City of Armadale Local Planning Strategy

3.5

Summary

There have been a range of varying activity centre distribution networks planned across the
WUWMP over the past 10 years. The basic principles remain similar across the variations with a
clear logic evident as to how the variations have evolved during planning for the area.
The NC which is the subject of this RNA has evolved from an initial local centre of 100-250sqm
in 2006 to a neighbourhood node of 700sqm in 2009 and a local centre of up to 1,500sqm by
2016.
The smallest floor space allocation for the Cell D node in question (100-250sqm) occurred on
the plan where there was no allocation of the Haynes District Centre nor the now developed
Haynes Neighbourhood Centre (on Armadale Road) impacting its trade area. Yet the
introduction of a District Centre and the inception of the since developed Haynes NC – both
of which are likely to heavily influence the nature and sustainability of Cell D activity centre
has since resulted in an increase of floor space allocation ‘up to’ 1,500sqm. It is acknowledged
that this is a maximum and provides the scope for activity in this node to be developed to a
smaller scale.
The impact of these changes to size and location will be further explored in subsequent
sections.
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COMMERCIAL INFLUENCES

The retail network throughout Australia is currently influenced by the distribution and network
strategy of major retail tenants including Discount Department Stores (DDS) and supermarkets.
Planning for retail activity requires a balanced approach of providing a commercially efficient
retail network which will be financially viable for the commercial and investor sectors and
delivering a competitive environment capable of delivering choice for the communities they
are intended to serve.
4.1

Major Discount Department Stores

There are currently three main Discount Department Stores (DDS) operators in Australia
including Kmart, Target and Big W. These stores generally occupy a floor space of around
8,500sqm and formulate the main anchor for District Centres and create the main
differentiation from the Neighbourhood Centre.
The role of the DDS has diminished over recent years as more dedicated tenants and online
retail impact their performance and sustainability. The market can expect to see a
rationalisation of these DDS tenancies in the short to medium term. Subsequently we can
expect to see fewer DDS operators developed in District Centres making these centre types
more vulnerable than the supermarket-based neighbourhood centre in time.
An average DDS operating in an urban environment around Australia may currently require at
least a 3.5 km dedicated residential catchment, although this varies according to residential
densities and competitive environments in specific catchments.
Each of the three major DDS tenants are currently located in the Armadale Strategic
Metropolitan Centre, 4.5km east of the planned Wungong District Centre. It will more than
likely prove difficult to attract an additional store to the Wungong District Centre given their
proximity to Armadale. Although, if a DDS is to be attracted to the WUWMP area it would be
allocated to the Wungong District Centre.
4.2

Major Supermarkets

Neighbourhood Centres are invariably anchored by a supermarket, ranging from 1,500sqm
(typically IGA and Aldi) sized supermarket to 3,500sqm full line supermarkets (typically
preferred by Coles and Woolworths). Commercial evidence is clear that NC simply will not be
developed unless they are anchored by one of these operators as smaller tenants rely on the
foot traffic created by supermarkets to trade successfully. Without attracting a supermarket,
developers and investors would be unable to secure the rental income level required from
smaller shops to justify the investment in the centre. This becomes critically important when
considering the future retail potential for activity in Cell D.
There have been a significant number of supermarket-based neighbourhood centres
developed throughout urban Perth over the past 5-10 years. Most of these range in size from
2,500sqm (anchored by a 1,500sqm supermarket) and 5,000sqm (anchored by a 3,500sqm
supermarket). During that same period there have been very few – if any – non supermarket
anchored local centres of 1,500sqm. This is despite their continued allocation within Local
Government Planning and Activity Centres Strategies.
This lack of development can be put down to the high commercial risk of developing retail
tenancies which may not be leased due to the inability to attract/provide the traditional
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pulling power created by a supermarket (even a small one). Whilst this may not be desirable in
an urban planning context it remains nonetheless real.
Major supermarket tenants currently located in and around the WUWMP include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coles in the Haynes NC
All major operators in the Armadale City Centre
Woolworths Coles and Aldi are all located in and around Piara Waters/Harrisdale.
Woolworths does not currently have a store within the WUWMP.
Aldi does not currently have a store within the WUWMP
IGA does not currently have a store within the WUWMP

All the major tenants will expect to explore opportunities to establish stores in the WUWMP as
residential growth continues.
FIGURE 6 – MAJOR DDS and SUPERMARKET NETWORK DISTRIBUTION MAP

Source: Store locator web sites for major tenants

4.3

Likely Network Outcome

Based on the policy and commercial influences discussed in previous sections it is possible to
explore a likely distribution pattern for activity within the WUWMP. As previously stated, the
planned Haynes District Centre and the existing Haynes Neighbourhood Centre will exert the
most immediate influence over the planning of the activity centre network in Cell D.
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Wungong (Haynes) District Centre
The Haynes District Centre may expect to develop in several stages. It will more than likely
initially commence stage 1 as a full line supermarket-based Neighbourhood Centre. It may
subsequently add another supermarket offer in a second stage. It is more difficult to predict
what will happen after that stage. If retail analysis confirms the sustainability of a DDS, then this
would more than likely develop as a third stage. If a DDS is not sustainable then the centre
may develop around a range of mini major tenants. The main influence of the Haynes DC on
Cell D activity node is the development of the first and second stages of supermarket
anchored development. The potential DDS stage does not have as much influence over the
Cell D node.
Haynes Neighbourhood Centre
The provision of a Coles and Aldi at Haynes NC effectively places the Cell D community at the
forefront of its trade area. These supermarket offers have already set the influence over Cell D
regardless of how the NC evolves from this point.
Of the following planned Neighbourhood Centres, supermarkets could be expected to
ultimately develop at the centres NC1 and NC2 to the south of the WUWMP. These will need to
be determined during sperate assessments as these areas are planned in more detail.
Remaining activity nodes in the WUWMP can expect to develop in much the same way, and
face many of the same issues that the Cell D activity node will be influenced by. Local centres
as defined by Liveable Neighbourhoods Policy initiatives are more likely to be developed
around a single café/community use. These could ultimately be developed to a maximum
floor space of 150sqm-250sqm. The exact nature of this commercial position is explained later
in the RNA.
4.4

Implications

The commercial influences over the Cell D activity node indicate that retail activity in Cell D
may be difficult to develop and sustain due to its position within the trade shadow of at least
two major supermarket-based centres. It is therefore unlikely that an activity centre in Cell D
would be able to attract a supermarket operator to anchor the centre due to the likely
greater potential for attraction of supermarkets to nearby centres over time.
Conversely the attraction of a supermarket-based centre at a NC in Cell D may effectively
reduce the ability for at least one supermarket to also be attracted to the Haynes District
Centre, which may inhibit its ability to develop to a size necessary to provide its role to the
broader WUWMP District catchment.
Based on the assessment of commercial influences on Cell D, any retail activity planned for
Cell D will be limited to no bigger than a Local Centre role. The following RNA for activity in Cell
D should therefore be considered in the context of a local centre or activity node rather than
a Neighbourhood Centre.
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MARKET INFLUENCES

This section assesses the delineation of the likely catchment for a local centre or a small
activity node based on the timing and staging of population, dwellings and spending
capacity within the intended catchment.
5.1

Catchment

A supermarket-based catchment is typically capable of trading to a resident catchment of
1.5km. A non-supermarket based local centre can typically cater to a significantly smaller
catchment more akin to a walkable catchment as espoused in Liveable Neighbourhood
objectives and principles. The catchment for a local activity centre of 700sqm - 1,500sqm
without a supermarket would be unlikely to trade to a catchment of more than 500 metres
walkable catchment. In fact, the distribution patterns for the local centres throughout the
WUWMP area suggests that they were setup to do just that.
FIGURE 7 – CATCHMENT MAP

Source: MRA
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Population and Dwellings

The City of Armadale is currently estimated to have a population of 91,700 residents in 2019.
The City’s population is forecast to reach a population of 152,000 by 2041, an increase of
60,000 at an average rate of 3,000 residents per annum.
FIGURE 8 – CITY OF ARMADALE POPULATION
2019

2021

2026

2031

2036

2041

2019-2041

City of Armadale

91,700

97,700

113,300

127,900

141,200

151,900

60,200

population increase per period

9,400

6,000

15,600

14,600

13,300

10,700

60,200

3,133

3,000

3,120

2,920

2,660

2,140

n/a

average population increase
per annum
Source: id forecast

According to id forecasting, the WUWMP is comprised of three main suburbs including Haynes,
Hilbert and Brookdale-Wungong. These suburbs are currently estimated to contain a
combined population of 8,400 residents. These suburbs are forecast to reach a population
base of 33,000 by 2041, an increase of 24,600 residents over the next 22 years at an average
growth rate of 1,000 residents per annum. The WUWMP is therefore estimated to provide up to
a third of the City of Armadale’s population growth over the next 20 years.
FIGURE 9 – POPULATION BY SUBURB BY YEAR
Statistical Suburbs

2016

2019

2021

2026

2031

2036

2041

Haynes

800

1,650

2,500

4,800

6,750

8,750

10,500

20192041
8,850

Hilbert

1,600

3,300

4,600

8,000

10,600

13,350

16,400

13,100

Total

2,400

4,950

7,100

12,800

17,350

22,100

26,900

21,950

Brookdale-Wungong

3,350

3,450

3,450

3,400

4,200

5,200

6,100

2,650

Total

5,750

8,400

10,550

16,200

21,550

27,300

33,000

24,600

Source: id forecast

FIGURE 10 – POPULATION GROWTH BY SUBURB PER ANNUM
Statistical Suburbs

2019

2021

2026

2031

2036

2041

Haynes

283

425

460

390

400

350

Hilbert

567

650

680

520

550

610

Total

850

1,075

1,140

910

950

960

Brookdale-Wungong

33

-

Total

883

1,075

-

10
1,130

160

200

180

1,070

1,150

1,140

Source: id forecast

The population within the Wungong UWMP area is ultimately estimated to achieve a total
population of 45,000 residents. the extrapolation of the transport zones defined in the Retail
Potential Assessment (Shrapnel 2006) into the defined precinct/cells for the WUWMP produces
the following indicative population projections for each precinct/cell in the WUWMP.
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FIGURE 11 – WUWMP POPULATION BY CELL/PRECINCT
Cell/ Precinct

Dwellings

Population

Persons/ Dwell

Distribution

C

1,150

2,900

2.5

6%

D

1,600

4,000

2.5

9%

E

1,500

3,900

2.6

9%

F

4,000

10,100

2.5

22%

G

2,000

5,000

2.5

11%

H

2,100

5,300

2.5

12%

J

1,450

3,600

2.5

8%

K

2,950

7,400

2.5

16%

L

1,200

3,000

2.5

7%

Total

17,950

45,200

2.5

100%

Source – Taktics4/Retail Potential Assessment (Shrapnel)

Cell D is ultimately expected to yield a population of 4,000 residents, while Cell F is expected to
produce the largest population base with 10,000 residents. Most other cells/precincts are
ultimately expected to generate between 3,000 and 5,000 residents.
5.3

WUWMP

A 500-metre urban catchment from the planned activity centre in Cell D (as previously
described) would include populations/communities from Cell C, Cell D and Cell F. The Cells
that fall within a 500-metre radius of the planned Local Centre activity centre node are
expected to accommodate 10,000 residents when fully developed. Based on the
extrapolation of population by area for each cell this local catchment could expect to
accommodate up to 1,500 depending on the density planned for the immediate area around
the activity node.
5.4

Demographics

The social and economic demographic characteristics of the resident community in a specific
catchment will determine its overall retail spending profile and market demand for retail goods
and services. The Wungong catchment is contained within the Australian Bureau of Statistics
defined statistical suburbs of Haynes and Hilbert. These two suburbs comprised a total
population of 2,300 residents as reported in the Population and Household Census (ABS 2016).
This population base is large enough to use as a base for the demographic profile of residents
within the catchment. The demographic profile for the population in the suburbs of Haynes
and Hilbert is characterised by:
•
•

A developing population – with only 21% of the population reporting that they resided at
the same address in the 2011, compared to the Perth average of 68%.
A young population – with an average age of 29.4 years which is 27% younger than the
Perth average age of 37.5 years. Highlighted by:
o twice the representation of children aged 0-9 years
o a significantly higher representation of people aged 25-34 years
o a lower representation of people aged over 45 years
o a higher representation of families with children (56% of all families) compared
to Perth average of 46%
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coinciding with a lower representation of lone family households
an average of 3 persons per occupied dwelling which is 13% higher than Perth
average of 2.6 persons
a far lower representation of single person dwellings (13%) compared to Perth
average (23%)

FIGURE 12 – AGE PROFILE

•
•
•
•
•
•

a working population – with a significantly higher representation of full-time employment
(50% of population aged over 15 years) compared to Perth averages of 38%
an average personal income which is consistent (1.5% below) with Perth averages
an average household income of which is consistent (1.3% below) with Perth averages
an average of 2.1 incomes per household which is consistent with (1.3% above) Perth
averages
a mortgage belt – with 78% of dwellings financed by mortgage compared to 43% of Perth
dwellings
average mortgage repayments which are consistent (2% lower) with Perth averages

Overall, the social and economic profile for residents within the catchment is relatively
consistent with Perth averages, with minor variations in incomes offset by equally minor
variations in mortgage commitments
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FIGURE 13 – HOUSEHOLD INCOME PROFILE

5.5

Retail Spending Profiles

Retail spending profiles across Australia are determined using a range of data sources
including Household Expenditure Surveys (ABS 5 yearly), Retail Sales Australia (ABS quarterly).
Results from the extrapolation of these data sources highlight several key spending patterns,
including:
•

•

on average 40% of all resident retail expenditure is spent on food/grocery goods and
services (with 80% of this spending captured by supermarkets) leaving 20% of this spending
for non-supermarket food/grocery retailers.
on average 14% of all resident retail expenditure is captured by
cafés/takeaway/restaurants

The demographic profiles for the catchment indicate that the average retail spending profile
of the catchment population would on average be consistent with Perth average retail
spending profiles. The model estimates that the catchment population will on average spend
up to $12,775 per person per annum across all retail goods and services, less than 2% below
the average Perth retail spending profile.
It is highly probable that any local retail activity not anchored by a supermarket would only
attract non supermarket food/grocery retailers or café/takeaway/restaurants. As the fashion
and household retail sector are more likely to gravitate to the larger District and Regional
Centres.
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Therefore, the average resident retail spending available to be captured by retail activity in
Cell D would comprise an average of $2,850 per person p.a. incorporating $1,039 per annum
in liquor and other non-supermarket food/grocery spending (10% above Perth averages) and
$1,813 on cafes/takeaway/restaurant goods and services (5% below Perth averages).
FIGURE 14 – RETAIL AVERAGE SPEND PROFILES
Category
Supermarket and Grocery stores

Haynes/
Hilbert

Perth
Averages

Difference

$4,468

$4,318

3%

Liquor

$648

$581

12%

Other Food

$391

$363

8%

Total Food and Grocery

$5,507

$5,262

5%

Total Household Goods

$2,077

$2,352

-12%

Total Clothing, Footwear, Personal Accessory

$778

$878

-11%

Department Stores

$880

$993

-11%

Total Other

$1,717

$1,632

5%

Cafes, Restaurants, Catering

$1,021

$1,157

-12%

Takeaway
Total Café, Restaurant, Takeaway
Total Retail

$792

$744

6%

$1,813

$1,901

-5%

$12,775

$13,018

-1.9%

Source: Taktics4 retail spending model
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MRA

RETAIL NEEDS ASSESSMENT

This section assesses the data and findings generated in previous sections to determine the
level of retail demand that may be sustained in Cell D. It includes findings from analysis of the
Taktics4 retail spending and sales model. The model is used to estimate the amount of retail
floor space that may be capable of being supported from the nominated residential
catchment(s). The model captures and collates data from a range of sources including:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Retail Trade, Australia - 8501.0 (ABS monthly)
Household Expenditure Survey, Australia – 65300.0 (ABS 2015/16)
Consumer Price Index, Australia – 6401.0 (ABS monthly)
Estimated Resident Population – 3101.0 (ABS Quarterly)
Population and Household Census (ABS 2016)

The Retail Spending Model extrapolates, collates and introduces a range of data variables
from each of these sources to generate the:
•
•
•
•

average annual per capita retail spending profile for residents within the nominated
catchment
total annual resident retail spending capacity within the nominated catchment
total annual retail sales potential for retail activity within the nominated catchment
total retail floor space sustainable within the nominated catchment

In broad terms the estimate of sustainable floor space is derived using the following approach:
1. Determining the average annual per capita retail spending profile for the catchment
2. Multiplying the average annual per capita retail spending profile by the estimated current
and future resident populations in the catchment to generate an annual resident retail
spending capacity for the catchment.
3. Attributing the market share or market capture that retail activity in the catchment may
likely be capable of sustaining given the competition and nature of constraints in
accessing the centre from within the catchment to generate a total retail sales potential
for the planned activity
4. Attributing industry accepted sales performance metrics (Sales/sqm per annum) that a
retailer may expect to achieve in order to establish and maintain a sustainable venture to
determine the level of retail floor space that may be sustainable in the catchment.
6.1

Spending Capacity

The resident retail spending capacity for a catchment is formulated directly by multiplying the
resident population for the catchment by the average retail spending profiles attributed to the
catchment.
The nominal 500m residential catchment for a retail activity node in Cell D could therefore be
expected to generate a retail spending capacity of $4.4M p.a. in the goods and services
described earlier, including $1.6M p.a. in food/grocery and $2.8M p.a. in
café/restaurant/takeaway.
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FIGURE 15 – RETAIL SPENDING CAPACITY
Non
supermarket
food/
grocery

café/
restaurant/
take away

Combined

Catchment population

1,540

1,540

1,540

Average resident retail spending ($ per person p.a.)

$1,039

$1,813

$2,851

Available resident retail spending capacity ($M p.a.)
Source: Taktics4 retail spending and sales model

$1.6

$2.8

$4.4

6.2

Market Capture

Other similar retail tenant types within neighbouring supermarket-based centres will also
expect to have access to and generate sales from this spending potential as this catchment
will also fall into the catchment of the other centres including Haynes NC and Haynes District
Centre. Both centres can expect to provide a range of non-supermarket-based food/grocery
tenants and café/restaurant/takeaway tenants. Given the planned nature and scale of these
centres, it is unrealistic to expect that an activity node in Cell D could expect to capture more
than 10% of the available retail spending capacity in the intended tenant spending type. This
market capture would represent the equivalent of one business in Cell D for every ten similar
businesses located in either Haynes NC and/or Haynes DC.
In addition to the market capture for this activity node, retail tenants typically have the
potential to attract sales from beyond their dedicated catchment through passing traffic and
visitors from outside the catchment. This can represent up to 20% of a tenant’s retail sales
which may be captured from outside the dedicated catchment.
FIGURE 16 – MARKET CAPTURE
Non
supermarket
food/
grocery

café/
restaurant/
take away

Combined

Market Capture (%)

10%

10%

10%

Sales from outside catchment (%)

20%

20%

20%

6.3

Retail Sales Potential

An activity node capable of capturing the nominated market share from the retail spending
capacity within the nominated catchment could therefore expect to generate retail sales of
up to $0.55M p.a. including $0.2M p.a. in non-supermarket-based food/grocery sales and
$0.35 M p.a. in café/takeaway /restaurant sales.
FIGURE 17 – RETAIL SALES POTENTIAL

Available resident retail spending capacity ($M p.a.)

Non
supermarket
food/
grocery

café/
restaurant/
take away

Combined

$1.6

$2.8

$4.4

Market Capture (%)

10%

10%

10%

Sales Potential from catchment ($M p.a.)

$0.16

$0.28

$0.44

Sales from outside catchment (%)

20%

20%

20%

Sales from outside catchment ($M p.a.)

$0.04

$0.07

$0.11

$0.20

$0.35

$0.55

Total Sales Potential ($M p.a.)
Source: Taktics4 retail spending and sales model
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Activity Node Potential

The performance and sustainability of retail activity is generally assessed according to an
industry accepted unit measure of sales productivity. Sales productivity represents the average
sales captured by a tenancy for each square metre of retail space of that tenancy every year
($/sqm p.a.). The accepted industry benchmark for food/grocery retail tenancies and
café/restaurant and takeaway tenancies is an average $4,500/sqm per annum. Dividing the
potential retail sales by this sales productivity measure provides a guide to the amount of floor
space that may be capable of being sustained in the node.
The sales potential for the retail activity in the Cell D node indicates that the node could
therefore sustain up to 44sqm of food/grocery floor space and 80sqm of café/restaurant
takeaway/restaurant floor space.
The average retail food/grocery tenancy is about 75-100sqm which means that the sales
potential for the node is capable of sustaining half of food/grocery tenancy. A
café/takeaway/restaurant is generally on average 150sqm-250sqm meaning that the sales
potential from this catchment is also capable of supporting half of a normal
café/takeaway/restaurant.
It may be possible for a retailer or café/takeaway/restaurant business to utilise a competitive
advantage to generate an above average level of catchment spending, market capture or
sales productivity to a point where they may be sustainable. However, this is usually only
achievable in locations which have a unique or unusually higher level of amenity or vista
afforded by natural or formed urban resources such as parklands/wetlands vistas etc. There
may subsequently be an opportunity for a retail activity node to be reallocated further north
closer to the public open space being created in precinct C. Nonetheless this exercise is
dedicated to the findings specifically for Cell D.
Based on the findings from this Retail Needs Assessment, there is no demand for retail activity
within the Cell D area as originally planned.
FIGURE 18 – SUSTAINABLE FLOORSPACE
Non
supermarket
food/
grocery

café/
restaurant/
take away

Combined

Total Sales Potential ($M p.a.)

$0.20

$0.35

$0.55

Sales Productivity ($/sqm p.a.)

$4,500

$4,500

$4,500

44

78

122

Sustainable retail activity Floor space (sqm)
Source: Taktics4 retail spending and sales model
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